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0.0.1 1. Hello World

Write a program that prints “Hello World”

In [ ]: print("Hello Word")

0.0.2 2. Echo

Write a program that asks the users for a string and prints it out to the console.

In [ ]: print(input())

0.0.3 3. Hello to

Write a programs that asks the user for her/his name and prints “Hello <user’s name>”

In [ ]: name = input("What's your name? ")

# print("Hello", name)
# print("Hello {}".format(name))
print("Hello %s" % name)

0.0.4 4. Successor

Write a program that asks the user for a integer number and prints its successor.

In [ ]: i = int(input("Write a number: "))
print((i+1))

0.0.5 5. Binary Sum

Write a program that asks the users two rational numbers and prints their sum

In [ ]: i = float(input("Write a number: "))
j = float(input("Write another number: "))
print((i+j))
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0.0.6 6. Pow

Write a program that asks the users two numbers a and b and prints ab without using operator **

In [ ]: a = float(input("Write a number: "))
b = float(input("Write another number: "))

res = 1
while b > 0:

res *= a
b -= 1

print(res)

0.0.7 7. Odd or Even

Write a program that asks the user for an integer and prints its square if the number is odd, on
contrary it prints the input divided by 2.

Hint: use operator %

In [ ]: n = int(input("Write a number: "))

if n % 2 == 0:
print(n//2)

else:
print((n*n))

0.0.8 8. Multi Echo

Write a program that asks the user for a number and prints it out. The program then asks for
another number and prints it out. This process continues until the user writes “end”.

In [ ]: s = input()

while s != 'end':
print(s)
s = input()

0.0.9 9. Multi Sum

Write a program that asks the user for numbers, one at a time, until the user writes “end”. The
program then prints the sum of the input numbers out.

In [ ]: res = 0

s = input("Write some numbers:\n")

while s != 'end':
res += int(s)
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s = input()

print(res)

0.0.10 10. Middle Word

Create a program that asks for the user a sentence (i.e., space-separated words) and prints the
word in the middle.

e.g., - input “What we think we become”, prints “think” - input “His name is Adam” prints
“name”

In [ ]: s = input("Enter a sentence: ")
ls = s.split(" ")
mid = len(ls)//2
print(ls[mid])

0.0.11 11. Less than

Write a program that asks the user for a list l of space-separated numbers, then asks for another
number x and prints out only the numbers in l that are less than x without duplicates

e.g., - input l = “2 5 19 4 2” and x = 5, prints 2 4

In [ ]: s = input("Enter a sequence of numbers: ")
ls = s.split(" ")
n = input("Enter the number to compare with: ")
print("Numbers that are less than "+n+":")
for w in ls:

if float(w) < float(n):
print(w)

0.0.12 12. Average

Write a program that asks the user for space-separated values (string or integers), it considers only
the numbers and prints the average of them.

e.g.,

• input “10 8 9 9 0 6”, prints 7.0
• input “hello world”, prints 0
• input “10 hi 3”, prints 6.5

Hint: use function is_digit to check if a string is a number

In [ ]: s = input("Enter a sequence of values: ")
ls = s.split(" ")

sum = 0
count = 0
for w in ls:

if w.isdigit():
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sum += int(w)
count += 1

if count == 0:
print(sum)

else:
print((sum/count))

0.0.13 13. Divisors

Create a program that asks the user for a number and then prints out a list of all the divisors of
that number.

(If you don’t know what a divisor is, it is a number that divides evenly into another number. For
example, 13 is a divisor of 26 because 26/13 has no remainder.)

In [ ]: n = int(input("Write a number: "))
half = n // 2

print(n, "divisors:")

for m in range(1, half+1):
if n % m == 0:

print(m)

print(n)

0.0.14 14. List Overlap

Take two lists (you can use the ones in the example below) and write a program that prints a list
that contains only the elements of the two lists that are equal and in the same position without
duplication.

e.g.,
a = [5, 3, 5, 44, 4, 55, 4]
b = [5, 4, 55, 4, 4, 55, 4, 55, 9, 10, 11]
prints 5 4 55

In [ ]: a = [5, 3, 5, 44, 4, 55, 4]
b = [5, 4, 55, 4, 4, 55, 4, 55, 9, 10, 11]

l = min(len(a), len(b))
storage = set()
r = range(l)

for i in r:
if a[i] == b[i]:

storage.add(a[i])
print(list(storage))
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0.0.15 15. Outer Pairs

Take a list of numbers (bound it to a variable), and write a program that if the list consists of either
odd or even outer pairs prints their sum; otherwise it prints “wrong input”.

e.g.,

• [1 2 5 10 3 10 7] -> outer pairs: (1,7), (2, 10), (5,3), (10, 10) => prints 48
• [1 2 4 10 3 10 7] -> outer pairs: (1,7), (2, 10), (4,3), (10, 10) => prints “wrong input”

In [ ]: a = [1, 2, 5, 10, 3, 10, 7]
res = 0
half = (len(a)+1)//2

for i in range(half):
v = a[i] + a[-i-1]
if not v % 2:

res += v
else:

print("wrong input")
break

else:
print(res)

0.0.16 16. Palindrome

Create a program that asks for the user a string and prints “Yes” if it is palindrome “No” otherwise.
e.g.,

• input “anna” prints “Yes”
• input “yes” prints “No”

Hint: strings are arrays

In [ ]: s = input("Enter a word: ")

for i in range(len(s)//2):
if s[i]!=s[-i-1]:

print("No")
break

else:
print("Yes")

0.0.17 17. Partial Sums

Take a list l of numbers (bound it to a variable), and write a program that prints the array res of
the partial sums of l computed in the following way.

• The first element of res is the first element of l
• The second element of res is the summation from the second to the third element of l
• The third element of res is the summation from the fourth to the sixth element of l
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• The fourth element of res is the summation from the seventh to the tenth element of l and so
on. . .

• If the summation could not be completed because l ends just truncate the summation.

e.g., - l = [1, 5, 6], res = [1, 11] - l = [1, 5, 6, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2], res = [1, 11,
3, 8] - l = [1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 6], res = [1, 4, 9, 16, 11]

In [ ]: ls = [1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5] # -> [1, 4, 9, 16, 5]
l = len(ls)
index = 0
incr = 1
res = []

while index < l:
old_index, index = index, index + incr
partial = ls[old_index:index]
print(sum(partial))
res.append(sum(partial))
incr += 1

print(res)

0.0.18 18. Occurrences

1) Write a program that asks the user for a sentence and prints out the number of occurrences
of each word (in any order).

Do not use class Counter.
e.g.,: input “An apple is an apple”, prints an: 1, apple: 2, An: 1, is: 1

2) Do the same but considering case unsensitive words

e.g.,: input “An apple is an apple”, prints an: 2, apple: 2, is: 1

In [ ]: s = str(input("Enter a sentence: "))
ls = s.split(" ")
res = {}

for word in ls:
''' # longer version
if word in res:

res[word] += 1
else:

res[word] = 1
'''
# compact version
res[word] = res.get(word, 0) + 1

print(res)
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0.0.19 19. Translation

Write a program that allows the users to translate english words to italian. The program should
first ask for an english word, return the translated word and ask for a new word. If the users
writes “*” the program should terminate.

At the beginning the program at the beginning should be able to translate the words “cat”
(“gatto”), “sea” (“mare”) and “cloud” (“nuvola”). If the user prompts different words the program
should ask the user for the translation, that should be stored for future queries.

In [ ]: res = {'cat' : 'gatto', 'sea' : 'mare', 'cloud' : 'nuvola'}
s = input("Translate: ")

while s != "*":
if s in res:

print(res[s])
else:

t = input('Word not found, please write its translation: ')
res[s] = t

s = input("Translate: ")

0.0.20 20. Mix Strings

Write a program that asks the user for two strings and prints the list of pairs composed by one
letter of each string in order. If one of the strings is longer than the other, use symbol “?” for the
missing letters of the shorter string.

e.g.,

• input “cat”, “dog” prints (‘c’, ‘d’), (‘a’, ‘o’), (‘t’, ‘g’)
• input “cat”, “ocean” prints (‘c’, ‘o’), (‘a’, ‘c’), (‘t’, ‘e’), (‘?’, ‘a’), (‘?’, ‘n’)
• input “stars”, “men” prints (‘s’, ‘m’), (‘t’, ‘e’), (‘a’, ‘n’), (‘r’, ‘?’), (‘s’, ‘?’)

In [ ]: s1 = input("Enter the first string: ")
s2 = input("Enter the second string: ")

l = max(len(s1), len(s2))

res = []

for i in range(0, l):
if i >= len(s1):

v1 = "?"
v2 = s2[i]

elif i >= len(s2):
v1 = s1[i]
v2 = "?"

else:
v1 = s1[i]
v2 = s2[i]

res.append((v1, v2))
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print(res)

0.0.21 21. Permutation

Write a program that asks the users for two words and prints True if the second is a permutation
of the first otherwise prints False. The program should ignore the case of the letters.

• input “spot”, “stop” prints True
• input “cat”, “tac” prints True
• input “hello”, “oleh” prints False (oleh has just one l instead of two)

In [ ]: s1 = input("Write a word: ").lower()
s2 = input("Write another word: ").lower()

letters = {}

for c in s1:
letters[c] = letters.get(c, 0) + 1

for c in s2:
if c not in letters:

print(False)
break

elif letters[c] == 1:
del letters[c]

else:
letters[c] = letters[c] - 1

else:
if not letters:

print(True)
else:

print(False)

0.0.22 22. Proof of Work (Advanced)

Write a simplified version of the underlying algorithm of the Bitcoin blockchain. The algorithm
proceeds in the following way: - Step 1: ask the user for a number between 2 and 5 (the difficulty
of the proof of work). - Step 2: ask the user for a string with a number of characters greater or
equal to difficulty. - Step 3: the goal of the program is to randomly transform the first difficulty
characters of the string in a sequence (of length difficulty) of character ‘0’. To do that the program
transforms each character c of the user string using the following expression:

((c + random(0, 95) % 95) + 32
Note that c should be properly converted to an integer number. If the program succeeded in

transforming a character of the string in a ‘0’, it continues to the next one, otherwise it restarts from
the first character. When the program succeeded in transforming the first difficulty characters in
‘0’, it returns to Step 2. The program should print a log of each step of the work (see the example
below).

e.g., difficulty = 2
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...
Found z instead of 0
Found Q instead of 0
Found 0
Found i instead of 0
Found p instead of 0
Found V instead of 0
Found V instead of 0
Found : instead of 0
...
Found W instead of 0
Found T instead of 0
Found b instead of 0
Found M instead of 0
Found 0
Found 0
Block 0 found
Write something (at least 2 chars): hello
Found ] instead of 0
...
Found F instead of 0
Found ' instead of 0
Found X instead of 0
Found 0
Found 0
Block 1 found
Write something (at least 2 chars):
...

Hint: use package random to generate random numbers

In [ ]: import random

difficulty = int(input("Enter difficulty (2-5): "))
while difficulty < 2 or difficulty > 5:

print('Wrong input')
difficulty = int(input("Enter difficulty (2-5): "))

block = 0

while True:
s = input("Write something (at least %d chars): " % difficulty)
while len(s) < difficulty:

print('Wrong input')
s = input("Write something (at least %d chars): " % difficulty)

while True:
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for z in range(difficulty):
c = s[z]
i = ((ord(c) + random.randint(0, 95)) % 95) + 32
if chr(i) != '0':

print("Found", chr(i), "instead of 0")
break

else:
print("Found 0")

else:
break

print("Block", block, "found")
block += 1
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